Our most popular premium wines are made from the Selection International Series and those who demand wines with exceptional body, flavour and aroma will be able to choose the perfect combination for every occasion.

WINE

AUSTRALIAN CHARDONNAY $169
Sweetness: DRY | Body: MEDIUM-FULL | Oak Intensity: MEDIUM
Lovely bouquet of ripe apricots, luscious stone fruit and tropical fruit notes. The finish is long and smooth, balanced with rich butterscotch and banana characters. A golden yellow colour with a hint of green.

CHILEAN SAUVIGNON BLANC $169
Sweetness: DRY | Body: MEDIUM | Oak Intensity: NONE
A gentle nose of citrus fruit and a hint of mineral. A lovely balance of acidity and fruit. A clean, crisp finish with a lovely light, green color.

FRENCH CHARDONNAY $169
Sweetness: DRY | Body: MEDIUM-FULL | Oak Intensity: MEDIUM
The bouquet reveals a combination of grilled lemon, white pepper and a subtle hint of vanilla. The palate is intense and complex, with a long finish that leaves a delicious aftertaste.

GERMAN MÜLLER-THURGAU $169
Sweetness: DRY | Body: MEDIUM | Oak Intensity: NONE
A light, fresh wine with a tangy citrus palate, complemented by a hint of honeycomb. A bright yellow-golden hue.

ITALIAN PINOT GRIGIO $169
Sweetness: DRY | Body: LIGHT | Oak Intensity: NONE
The bouquet is full of ripe pear and apple aromas, with a hint of citrus. A crisp, refreshing finish with a pale yellow colour.

RED

AUSTRALIAN CABERNET SAUVIGNON $169
Sweetness: DRY | Body: MEDIUM-FULL | Oak Intensity: MEDIUM
Deep, inky black with violet highlights. A deep, rich, spicy bouquet with coffee and dark chocolate notes. A firm, supple finish with integrating oak tannins.

AUSTRALIAN CHARDONNAY SHIRAZ $169
Sweetness: DRY | Body: MEDIUM-FULL | Oak Intensity: MEDIUM
A deep, rich, spicy bouquet with coffee and dark chocolate notes. A firm, supple finish with integrating oak tannins.

AUSTRALIAN GRENADE/SHIRAZ/MOURVÈDRE $169
Sweetness: DRY | Body: MEDIUM-FULL | Oak Intensity: MEDIUM
A deep, rich, spicy bouquet with coffee and dark chocolate notes. A firm, supple finish with integrating oak tannins.

AUSTRALIAN CHARDONNAY $169
Sweetness: DRY | Body: MEDIUM-FULL | Oak Intensity: MEDIUM
A deep, rich, spicy bouquet with coffee and dark chocolate notes. A firm, supple finish with integrating oak tannins.

CHILEAN CABERNET SAUVIGNON $169
Sweetness: DRY | Body: MEDIUM-FULL | Oak Intensity: MEDIUM
A deep, rich, spicy bouquet with coffee and dark chocolate notes. A firm, supple finish with integrating oak tannins.

CHILEAN MALBEC $169
Sweetness: DRY | Body: MEDIUM-FULL | Oak Intensity: MEDIUM
A deep, rich, spicy bouquet with coffee and dark chocolate notes. A firm, supple finish with integrating oak tannins.

NEW ZEALAND PINOT NOIR $169
Sweetness: DRY | Body: MEDIUM-FULL | Oak Intensity: MEDIUM
A deep, rich, spicy bouquet with coffee and dark chocolate notes. A firm, supple finish with integrating oak tannins.

ITALIAN SANGIOVESE $169
Sweetness: DRY | Body: MEDIUM-FULL | Oak Intensity: MEDIUM
A deep, rich, spicy bouquet with coffee and dark chocolate notes. A firm, supple finish with integrating oak tannins.

SPANISH TEMPRANILLO WITH CRUSHED GRAPE SKINS $169
Sweetness: DRY | Body: MEDIUM-FULL | Oak Intensity: MEDIUM
A deep, rich, spicy bouquet with coffee and dark chocolate notes. A firm, supple finish with integrating oak tannins.

AMERICAN CONCORD VERNOT WITH CRUSHED GRAPE SKINS $169
Sweetness: DRY | Body: MEDIUM-FULL | Oak Intensity: MEDIUM
A deep, rich, spicy bouquet with coffee and dark chocolate notes. A firm, supple finish with integrating oak tannins.

ITALIAN PINOT GRIGIO $169
Sweetness: DRY | Body: LIGHT | Oak Intensity: NONE
The bouquet is full of ripe pear and apple aromas, with a hint of citrus. A crisp, refreshing finish with a pale yellow colour.

ALEUTIAN PINOT GRIGIO $169
Sweetness: DRY | Body: LIGHT | Oak Intensity: NONE
The bouquet is full of ripe pear and apple aromas, with a hint of citrus. A crisp, refreshing finish with a pale yellow colour.

DRINK RESPONSIBLY